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College Principal note

The importance of a
well-rounded education
‘Not everything that counts can be counted, and not
everything that can be counted counts.’
William Bruce Cameron (repeated by Albert Einstein)

Geoff van der Vliet | COLLEGE PRINCIPAL

As people growing up and living in a rapidly
changing and complex world, we often desire
simplicity and solutions. So, what role does
education play in providing simple answers to
the important questions around what is a good
life? What constitutes a good education and
how do we get it?
Measures such as NAPLAN results and tertiary
rankings do not tell an accurate story of the
fullness of human and social development that
occurs in schools. Our belief at NCC, is that
such measures have a specific purpose at a
point in time, and we look at them closely for
the information they provide. However, we
agree with what former Principal Norm Hunter
reflected in a recent report,

“The function of
education is to teach
one to think intensively
and to think critically.
Intelligence plus
character – that is the
goal of true education.”
Martin Luther King Jnr

‘… the best schools are not data-driven,
they are values- and beliefs-driven and data
informed…Numbers and statistics have their
place, but they need to be presented with
integrity, and in the context of the evaluating
the deep learning that takes place in the holistic
life of the school, showing how important that
learning is in preparing young people for the
future.’
Students are much more than the numbers
they accumulate from tests and schools are
much more than the statistical summaries of
test data. Guy Claxton of the University of
Winchester suggests,
‘In the thrall to content and qualifications,
we have forgotten the deeper purpose of
education. In the rush to make young people
into successful exam-passers, we have
overlooked their deeper need to become
successful people, eager to learn and grow
in the real life world of work, leisure and
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relationships.’
At NCC, we would elaborate to also include the
primary responsibility we share with parents
to grow young people of good character
and wisdom, who are well-connected and
contributors in their communities, and enabled
to fulfil their purpose in all areas of life. Martin
Luther King Jnr said,
‘The function of education is to teach one
to think intensively and to think critically.
Intelligence plus character – that is the goal of
true education.’
I am constantly amazed and encouraged
with the breadth and depth of learning by
students at NCC. Some of this learning occurs
in the formal classroom environment and
some occurs in the amazing variety of other
settings. Examples are commonly encountered
through programs in sciences, humanities,
the arts, design and technology, languages,
sport, interest groups, camps and community
service. There is much formal research that
backs up what parents and teachers intrinsically
know - that students flourish through broad
opportunities of high challenge and high care.
Of course, the breadth of effective learning
opportunities occurs within the shared
responsibility of school communities –
students, parents and staff working together
to support and challenge each other to be the
best versions of ourselves, fulfilling meaning
and purpose in our lives both now and forever.
I honour our staff and parents who provide
these opportunities and our students who
participate wholeheartedly in building our
broad NCC community of learning, challenge
and care.

Welcome

CEO note

A Culture of
Philanthropy
When we think of ‘Philanthropy’ in schools, we
often think of fundraising.
Peter Drucker, the contemporary and respected educator and author,
once said, “As they say in Silicon Valley, ‘culture eats strategy for
breakfast’. Translation: Organisations’ success on future is determined
less by their tactics than by the values, practices, communication patterns
and behaviour of people who work there.”
Quite simply, Philanthropy is the love of humankind. It involves the
giving of time, information, goods, services and money, to improve the
wellbeing of humanity and the community. Therefore, if people are
described as ‘philanthropic’, it says something about their character and
values, more than their wealth.
At NCC, we value these principles and indeed they are an essential part
of our Christian learning community. The values of love and service to
others are out-worked in the College through many programs and events
for each of our sub-schools. An example of this is our ‘Community
Service Program’ for all students in Years 10, 11 and 12.
Through this program our students’ access over 20 community based
organisations as well as Council and government service organisations.
Feedback from both our students and the organisations has been very
positive. One such comment from one of our students is typical of many
responses.

“This program has changed
the way I think about many
disadvantaged people in our
community. I now understand
the reality of their circumstances
and I enjoy helping to make a
difference to their lives, by just
talking together or by doing
small things for them.”

The out-workings of
Philanthropy are being
taught and enacted by
our students each day.
There is no doubt
that money is a
potent partner with
Bruce Campbell | CEO
Philanthropy and over
the history of the College
we have seen our students, parents and staff, contribute in philanthropic
ways. I will never forget the planting of grass on our Junior Oval. Some
parents contributed money for the grass, soil and irrigation, others gave
of their equipment to collect and deliver the grass and over 150 people
turned up to plant the grass, while others provided lunch and made
tea. A wonderful event where our community united behind a vision to
provide a sporting field.
In April, we officially launched our next major project, the construction
of the NCC Aquatic Centre. A 50-metre swimming pool situated
adjacent to the Health and Fitness Centre.
This project represents another step forward as we fulfil our vision,
“To inspire and challenge our students’ future.”
This project will commence construction in September this year. We
are excited with the level of interest and involvement from our NCC
community.

‘Giving is not just about donations, … it is
about making a difference to the lives of
others now and in the future.’
Bruce Campbell
CEO NCC Ltd
HARVEST Summer 2018 | 3
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Did you see NCC Alumni
featured in Profile Magazine?
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We are delighted to
announce that our
next major project will
be the construction
of the NCC Aquatic
Centre.

Major Project

Pursuing Excellence in
Sport
At Nambour Christian College, we believe that an exceptional
education provides not only academic success and development of
character but also the pursuit of excellence in co-curricular activities
including sport.
Our desire is to commence construction in September 2018, with the
expected completion date in August 2019.

To inspire and challenge our
students’ future.

• Easy access to Health & Fitness Centre change rooms
• Disabled access from H&FC pathways and into the pool
Benefits for our students
• Access to swimming lessons and training with professional coaches
• Specialised water sports
• Inter-house competitions
• Before and after school activities
Benefits for our parents and community

What facilities will the NCC Aquatic Centre include?

• Cost, time savings and work commitments

• Heated 50 metre 8 lane swimming pool

• Swim safety

• Depth levels 1.2m to 2.0m (allows for water polo)

• Creates community – open to our broader
community

• Covered tier seating

• Enhance sporting opportunities
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Memory:
The
Powerhouse
of Thinking
Funding for the NCC Aquatic Centre
The NCC Aquatic Centre is more than a swimming pool. This project will complete our Health
and Fitness Centre, providing an outstanding training facility for our students today and into
the future, as they develop their talents and passion in the pursuit of excellence.
The complex is estimated to cost between $3.3m and $3.6m. Accumulated surpluses allocated
by the College for a number of years plus donations of $1.35m to date allow us to proceed
with this project.
We aim to continue to seek donations from our College community to complete the project
entirely.
How can we help?
All donations are tax deductible. Annual after tax cost of pledged gift over three years.

The human brain
is phenomenal.
Exercising this
incredible gift
from God is just
as important as
exercising the body.
When we learn something new – or
revise it – we are exercising the brain,
including both our working memory
and our long-term memory. In a
world dominated by technology, it’s
easy to think that we no longer need
to use our long-term memories. We
have GPS to guide us, Google’s glut
of information to inform us, and
Instagram to store our memories.
While this might ease some
knowledge burdens it also means
we are dependent upon technology
to recall information and even think
for us. Sadly, the result is that our
remarkable built-for-learning brain no
longer needs to work to its potential
capacity. And this impacts on learning.
Long-term memory is crucial to
learning. The more we have stored,
the more we have to draw upon when
asked to think. Scientists liken it to a
well-worn path on a stretch of grass;
the neural pathways which form in
our brains do so when we learn new
knowledge and store it. These stores
of information then allow us to recall
important information at critical
times. But the pathways don’t form
if they don’t receive the ‘foot traffic’
necessary to do so . Therefore, it is
essential to exercise the long-term
memory.

Giving is not just
about donations...
it is about making
a difference.

SPONSORSHIP CONTACT

Nicole Wykes
Nicole.Wykes@ncc.qld.edu.au
07 5451 3333
WWW.NCC.QLD.EDU.AU

Our working memories can only store
4-5 pieces of information at one time.
Our long-term memory is capable of
storing much, much more. When we
need information, it has to be drawn
from long-term memory into working
memory in order to be used. So
when we ask our students to engage
in problem solving, to think critically
or even to research a topic, the type
of memory they need to call upon to
do so successfully is their long-term
memory.
continue on next page ...
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Long term memory is best formed by spending
time thinking about what has been taught and
memorising the really important information. One
might ask: what is the point of knowing one fact,
such as the date of Federation; or that three fives
equals fifteen; or that the Pacific Ocean is the
largest ocean? The answer is not in the learning
of a single fact. But in building a body of several
thousand facts. Such a body of knowledge is
incredibly empowering when we need to argue a
point, think critically or create. Success in learning
independently really does depend on the body
of knowledge we store and can access when we
need it. Long term memory is the powerhouse of
learning.
Some things you can do at home:

•

•
•
•

Encourage your children to exercise long-term
memory by memorising scriptures, poems,
stories or passages of books they have read.
Young children do this quite naturally – they
love to recite.
Ensure children have a good night’s sleep – it is
during sleep that our long term memories are
consolidated. Sleep is essential to learning.
Limit exposure to devices, especially at night
prior to sleeping – our devices often don’t
require much genuine thinking and the ‘blue
light’ they emit affects our ability to sleep well.
Help children revise school work they have
learned that day.
Vikki Stanton
Director of Teaching & Learning

1
Lu, D. & Woodruff, A. (2017) How Memories are
Formed, The Brain, Issue Two, Learning and Memory
From Research to Practice, 7.
2
Christodoulou, D. (2014) Seven Myths About
Education, Milton Park, Routledge.
3
Lu, D. & Woodruff, A. (2017) How Memories are
Formed, The Brain, Issue Two, Learning and Memory
From Research to Practice, 7.

Class of 2005

Lyndal Erbacher (Kemp)
Lyndal Erbacher (nee Kemp) started at NCC in 2000, as a Year 7 student
commencing Middle School with her twin sister Leonie, with their younger sister
Emily joining them in the Junior School in the following year. Lyndal and Leonie
graduated in 2005, with Emily graduating in 2009. The Kemp family certainly are
building on their NCC tradition, with Lyndal’s daughter Matilda having attended
NCC early learners and now in Prep. Her son Mack and nephew Travis also
attend NCC early learners. Lyndal says that by the time her youngest son Lawson
graduates, she will have been an NCC mum through until 2035!
After graduation, Lyndal attended University of the Sunshine Coast, undertaking
a Business (Accounting) degree, although she had previously completed some
university subjects while studying at NCC, through the fantastic USC Headstart
program. Her favourite subjects at school were Maths, Accounting, Business and
Legal Studies with Mr Tyler, Mr Bloxham and Mr Carloss, who were all fantastic,
patient teachers who she says cared about teaching all students in a way they
could understand and grasp. Lyndal then utilised her degree to work at USC as the
Scholarships Officer for four years.
As one of our regular ‘playgroup mums’, Lyndal says, ‘I am passionate about
education for my children and am always happy to recommend NCC to families
that I meet as a schooling option for their children. The Normanton House
Playgroup at NCC, which I attend each Tuesday with my boys, is a great way to
share the wonderful opportunities at NCC to potential future families in a fun
environment.’
‘Looking back at my time at NCC, the memories I cherish most include some
favourite teachers, lifelong friendships, and the groundwork it started for me to
build my family in a Christian environment. Matilda loves her time in Prep at NCC,
and often steals my Year 12 Seniors Jersey to wear to school when her jumper has
gone ‘missing’!’
As Alumni and now NCC parent, Lyndal is impressed by all the facilities that the
school has to offer her children, including the Health and Fitness Centre, Shalom
Fitness Gym, the ever-popular Berakah Farm, NCC early learners and the early
swimmers pool. ‘I am so excited and can’t wait for my children to experience their
school years at NCC!’
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Maija Koehler (Kanowski)
“Looking back at my
time at NCC, the
memories I cherish
most include some
favourite teachers,
lifelong friendships,
and the groundwork
it started for me to
build my family in a
Christian environment.
Matilda loves her time
in Prep at NCC, and
often steals my Year
12 Seniors Jersey to
wear to school when
her jumper has gone
‘missing’!”

Celebrating 10 years since graduating from
Nambour Christian College, Maija Koehler (nee
Kanowski) fondly remembers her time at the
College and says she is grateful to all the staff
for sowing so richly into her life, as well as
those of her siblings.
‘NCC is still like a home to me. When I drive past, hear about it or visit the College,
it warms my heart. It is such a friendly and Christ-centred community and an
excellent place to receive an education; and all my teachers were incredibly caring
and supportive.’
Attending NCC from Year 3, Maija can remember her primary years very well,
and was encouraged by her experiences to look at a career in education.
After graduating, she committed to a year of volunteer work in her churches’
administration office, and enjoyed the opportunity to become a Youth Leader. To
ease back into full time study, Maija enrolled in a Tertiary Preparation Pathways
course (TPP), then began studying a Bachelor of Primary Education at University
of the Sunshine Coast where she was part of the inaugural class of Education
students.
Now in her fifth year at Australian Christian College’s Moreton campus, Maija
currently teaches a Year 2 class of 17 students. She says that having been through
excellent Christian education herself, she is encouraged and prepared to emulate
Christian values and pass on God’s good news.
Maija believes that NCC has a special gift; teaching young people to have valuable
skills for the real world; such as leadership, integrity, cooperation and compassion
– and we can certainly see her sharing those in her own classroom now!
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Dalton Schloss

Caitlin
McNamara
2015 NCC graduate, Caitlin McNamara
has taken the love of travel that NCC’s
service trips have given her, and leapt at the
opportunity to study on the other side of the
world!
Caitlin is currently on a sport
scholarship for Field Hockey at West
Chester University in Pennsylvania
USA, where she is a key starter in the
Golden Rams team, who won the 2017
Pennsylvania State Athletic Conference.
She credits her school hockey
experience playing for Independent
District, then selection to Regional and
State teams, for preparing her for this
next sporting step. She was fortunate
enough to have her mum Megan and
brother Ben make the trip to the US to
watch her play in the PSAC final.

Caitlin said. “The thing I feel that NCC
does very well are their service trips,
the diverse places and people that NCC
touches with its outreach is wonderful.
What’s even more wonderful is that
the school gives its students the
opportunity to have their lives changed
and enriched by these experiences. I
travelled to Normanton in far north
Queensland, Fiji, Thailand and the
incredible eye-opening experience of
Malawi. These trips showed me that not
only does NCC talk about God’s love, it
actually does something.”

“NCC encourages
participation in sport very
well with a great range of
different areas that kids
can become involved in,
and the musical is always
a wonderful experience
allowing students from
across the years a chance
to work with each other
and passionate teachers.”

Caitlin also has incredibly fond
memories of her wonderful
teachers, and was particularly
connected to Mrs Elle Wheatley
and Mrs Jennifer Keogh. “When
considering what it is about
them that made them stand
out to me, it was that they
were always engaged, they
encouraged and inspired me to
do my best, and they saw me
as an individual and not just
another student.”

Before attending Nambour Christian
College, Dalton Schloss always imagined
high school as a boring, insignificant stage
of life where you would just get through
the hours until you could leave each
afternoon. NCC completely turned that
preconception around for him, particularly
with opportunities to explore his talents in
various extracurricular activities.
Dalton says, ‘The staff are passionate
educators who truly value students’
wellbeing and go above and beyond to
serve them and nurture the young hearts
and minds of tomorrow. There is so many
opportunities for students to excel in areas
that they feel a connection with and foster
new skills and friendships.’
When Dalton was first offered a place
at NCC, he was hesitant to attend as he
didn’t want to leave his primary school
friends behind. He credits God with
opening his mind to changing schools and
commenced at NCC in Year 10, where he
made new friends and developed a closer
connection to God.
“I was one of the kids that couldn’t figure
out my direction when I finished school. I
think the strongest value I learnt from NCC
was that God had control and a plan, and
I just needed to take steps to see where
he was moving me. I always had a love
for young people and became actively
involved in youth ministry for a few years
after school; and I’m certain this love for
sharing and teaching came from some of
the great teachers I had investing into my
life at NCC. “
Dalton spent some time working in
America, gained a Film Diploma and
Graphic Design Degree, then turned
his hand to Education, completing his
Graduate Diploma of Education and
returning to Nambour Christian College.
He hopes to remain working at NCC for
a long time to come, saying ‘I really love
seeing the arts continue to flourish at
Nambour Christian College. There are so
many wonderful opportunities for students
to showcase creativity and intelligence in
forms that aren’t the stereotypical views of
academic success. Some of the artworks,
performances and films I have seen show a
raw and beautiful side to people that could
so often go unnoticed.’
We asked Dalton if there was one thing he
would change about his time at NCC, and
he told us that he wishes he’d listened to
his parents who wanted him to attend in
year 8!
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Tahlitha Andrews

Tahlitha Andrews always had an interest in education, but took a slightly different
route than expected. Tahli commenced Year 1 at Nambour Christian College
in 1994 and enjoyed 12 years as part of our vibrant College community before
graduating in 2005. She planned on taking a gap year to earn money before
heading to university, however says that God sent her in a different direction.
‘In March 2006, I moved to Cebu City in the Philippines after receiving a phone
call from a friend at a missionary foundation. What was meant to be one-year trip
turned into a two and a half year journey, learning so much about myself, God and
the world. I was forced to face my fears and do things that I never imagined I could
do, like teaching children in a rubbish dump! That was the first step in what has
turned out to be an immensely rewarding career journey.’
When Tahli returned from the Philippines, she decided to get her Bachelor of
Education (Early Childhood), and is now working as a Kindergarten teacher in an
early learning centre. She credits NCC with preparing her for this important role by
providing amazing educators who supported and lifted her up.
‘At NCC, I was fortunate enough to have many teachers who made me laugh and
made school so much fun, including Mr Chris Garrett, Mr Geoff van der Vliet and
Mrs Loida Paterson. With the support of Mrs Paterson and Mrs Baylis, I left school
with a passion for English - seeing it not as a mundane subject, but one that you
could have fun exploring different concepts in.’
Tahli says that she often talks about her time at NCC, and tells colleagues and
friends that if she still lived on the Sunshine Coast, her son would attend NCC as it’s
a great school with supportive Christian educators and beautiful grounds.
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Leadership is influence. —John C. Maxwell
NCC Student Leadership

Voices of a
Hopeful Future:
Student Leadership
Junior School Leaders
Students in Year 6 are invited to fulfil various responsibilities and
roles within the Junior School. These opportunities aim to build and
contribute to the Junior School culture and encourage Year 6 students
to serve their fellow students through purposeful, guided leadership
positions. There is a general focus on leadership throughout the
year, with genuine opportunities for students with formal, badged
positions to serve the Junior School with guidance and input from
selected teachers and the Junior School leadership team.
Our 2018 Junior School Captains and Vice Captains were selected
by their peers and teachers and have many opportunities to lead,
including running Junior School assemblies, speaking at formal events
and being available to assist with special occasions, such as open day
and the Junior School ANZAC Day service. The 2018 Captains are
Caitlyn Bartholomew and Noah Williams. In her capacity as School
Captain, Caitlyn has a goal this year to gain more confidence as a
leader and Noah would like to improve his skills as a public speaker.
Vice Captains for 2018 are Sarah Taing and Luke McIntyre. Sarah
hopes to increase her ability to see situations from another person’s
perspective and Luke’s goal is to be more organised.

Mrs Deb Holmes (Deputy Head of Junior School), Mr Caleb Cooper (Head of Junior
School), Sarah Taing Vice-Captain, Noah Williams (Captain), Caitlyn Bartholomew
(Captain), Luke McIntyre (Vice-Captain)

Middle School Leaders
At the core of NCC Middle School lies character training. In each
year level, the students are instructed in and modelled the pursuit
of a virtuous life, a life that will allow them to flourish and to be
outward-focused. By Year 9, the grand finale of the middle schooling
years, all students are given the responsibility and opportunity to
demonstrate good character to the younger years. Our Middle School
Student Leadership Team becomes a strong student voice and a visual
representation of a bright and hopeful future. Their specific roles and
responsibilities are varied and colourful; their input and insight into
the Middle School spaces energise and inspire their peers. In their
words, this is what leadership has brought to their lives:
Monique Olwata (Captain): I enjoy helping all students with everyday
tasks, everyday life. If I see someone sitting by him/herself, I help that
person feel connected.
Oliver Earl (Captain): I enjoy all the responsibilities of the position. I
appreciate the connections I have made with the younger grades.
Mr Nico Prinsloo (Deputy Head of Middle School), Ruby Lanham (Vice-Captain),
Monique Olwata (Captain), Oliver Earl (Captain), Cooper Cull (Vice-Captain),
Mrs Karina Hepner (Head of Middle School)
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Ruby Lanham (Vice Captain): Personally, I enjoy reading the verses at
Chapel and being able to openly share Christianity.
Cooper Cull (Vice Captain): I love the connections with all the
younger students. I find that students will come up and say ‘hi’ to me.

Mrs Loida Paterson (Deputy Head of Senior School),
Shammah Seiuli (Vice-Captain), Hannah Sharry (Captain),
Nathan Wheeler (Captain), Paris Sinclair (Vice-Captain),
Mr Brad Elliott (Head of Senior School)

Senior School Leaders
We asked our Senior School leaders to share a little of their role, their hopes and dreams ....

“I used to think I knew what leadership was; but the past six months have shaken me and challenged me in ways I didn’t see coming. I’m learning to
live in the unexpected and find joy in the chaos. I’m getting familiar my weaknesses more than ever, but that’s where teams are so important: we fill
in the gaps and uphold each other. Everyone has a story and everyone has something uniquely wonderful to bring to the world. It’s my job as a leader
to get to know those stories, come alongside people and champion them so that the world is not robbed of what only they can bring.”
Hannah Sharry, College Captain

My name is Shammah Seiuli, 17 years old and have been going to NCC ever since Prep. When I graduate, I aspire to be a worship leader and minister
for the church helping both the congregation, the young children as well as the lost on the streets. I see this opportunity to lead, as a timer counting
down as we are in year 12 and there is only so much time to reach out to as many students as we can before time runs out. Here in NCC we have
the privilege to openly share our love for God and as Christians, we cannot take that opportunity for granted. I connect with others by going around
talking to people one on one and creating an individual personal relationship with them. Making them feel accepted and welcome to approach the
captaincy team whenever they need us. I believe that by helping as many students as we can, NCC will reap a great harvest of great teachers in the
future and great leaders in the future all with the guidance of God.
Shammah Seiuli, College Vice-Captain

“Growing up I have learnt the importance of kindness and loving others, as a single act of kindness can essentially change somebody’s life or give
them the much needed hope they need. One of my favourite bible verses 1 John 4:19 says, “We love because He first loved us,” which is why I wish
to serve others, to love others just as God has loved us. I hope to not only love and serve others just within the NCC community, but after I leave
school, as God has put on my heart to spread love to those in situations who have been deprived of love and compassion. As the captaincy team we
hope to be servant hearted and help serve and love all those a part of the NCC community.”
Paris Sinclair, College Vice-Captain

My name is Nathan Wheeler, I’ve been coming to NCC since 2014 (Year 8). I strongly believe in the power of young people and that we don’t have
to limit ourselves by what the world says around us by not letting it say what we can or can’t do. My dream as a leader is to raise up students at NCC
as powerful, passionate and confident Christian leaders who are hungry for being an example for others to follow. I encourage them to follow what
they love to do and be an influence in places wider than just the church community, to go out into the world and be a voice for the kingdom with no
limitations to what they can achieve. God has given me this drive and passion to reach and aim for what seems impossible, and to do things no one
has done or achieved before. When I graduate I wish to be an actor in musical theatre and cinema. When I perform I feel Gods presence and I feel his
pleasure and I will use it to bring glory to God.

“Don’t let anyone look down on you because you are young, but set an example for the believers in
speech, in conduct, in love, in faith and in purity.”
1 Timothy 4:12
		
		

Nathan Wheeler, College Captain
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In 1979 the Sunshine Coast New Life
Centre (formerly Assembly of God
Church, Woombye) made plans to
open a Christian school.

NCC History

Early library
history
Written by Chris Roberts - Library Coordinator

The church had purchased 11 acres of land from the McHutchins
family in the mid-1970s and placed their first buildings on it. The
school used the centre’s existing hall and built a new structure to
include a school assembly hall, kitchen, offices and foyer. The school
opened in 1980 with an intake of 36 students in Years 2 to 11.
With Pastor Paul Camac was Principal, and Les Smith and Alan May,
as the first teachers, the ACE (Accelerated Christian Education)
program was initially adopted. Many parents volunteered as
‘monitors’ to assist with the flow of student work. This included
students placing a small flag on the top of their office cubicle to ask
for assistance.
The original church building housed the Principal, Deputy Principal,
Business Manager, staff room, and two classrooms at the back of the
building. Mr Bruce Campbell was appointed as Deputy Principal in
1988.

The church purchased a further
20 acres of land for $80,000 in
1981, excluding the one acre
of land and family house in
which Miss Jean McHutchison
continued to live until her
passing when it was brought for
$126,000 in 1999.

A small room in the hall was the very first ‘library’ for the school
(more like a large broom cupboard really!). The first collection
was set up by Mrs Jill Foxhall, who had children in the school. She
passed on basic skills to Mrs Pat May. However, when Pat became
the Principal’s wife in 1986, she felt the need to relinquish the library
duties. This position was offered to Mrs Chris Roberts, who had
been volunteering in the school since her children were enrolled in
1985. The library gradually grew to take over a classroom space, and
then evolved into several classrooms when the High School buildings
were set up further down on the property. Mrs Roberts converted
the library from the card system to a computer system (with student
assistance) prior to the school employing its first official Teacher
Librarian Mrs Jan Planck in 1993.
This position then passed to Mrs Jill Herbert in 1995, who worked
– along with other library staff – in the challenging location of
demountable buildings on the primary school oval for 2 ½ years
while waiting for the new (current) library building to be constructed.
There was no water, heating or bathroom facilities in these buildings,
and during lunch break, the peaceful atmosphere was often
punctured by balls hitting the metal exterior of the building! A lot of
workforce (well, student power!) was used to bundle up the entire
library collection (keeping strict book order) for storage in a shipping
container over the Christmas break, after which the existing hall was
demolished to make way for new classrooms.
A couple of special memories from this time include:

•

The cleaner Mrs Pesu giving birth one day, and bringing her
newborn to work with her the next day!

•

Mrs Roberts (joyfully) ‘assisted’ the demolishing of the old youth
hall building.

The new library building officially opened during 2000 and was
named the Wycliffe Building to honour the Wycliffe Bible translators.

Early 1980’s Old Youth Hall converted to Library
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Joseph and
the Amazing
Technicolour
Dreamcoat
Months and months of preparation finally came to fruition last weekend as
JOSEPH AND THE AMAZING TECHNICOLOUR DREAMCOAT went to
stage. Playing to packed audiences at the Nambour Majestic Cinema, the
cast of this colourful show brought the house down with enough energy to
light a city for a year!

As usual, the band was awesome under the
baton of Mr Phil Smith, and given this show is
music from start to end, they absolutely nailed
it. Out the back, the crew were running flat out
to have every scene change quick and schmick!
Upstairs, the hair and make-up team were
adding finishing touches before the cast had to
come on. Well done to everyone involved.
To say we are proud of our students is an
understatement, and we hope each student
will take the memories of this awesome show
with them for the rest of their life. Seeing the
flood of tears after the final performance is a
testament to how special this experience was
for all of us.
A special mention to our Year 11 and 12
students who performed in an NCC production
for the last time. We hope they have loved
their time on stage, and we are thankful for
the input and positive influence these students
have had on the cast. We have witnessed
beautiful relationships form among the
students from Year 7 to 12, and largely because
they took the time to get to know the cast as
individuals, encourage them, and look out for
them.
Massive thanks to parents and staff who
willingly gave their time to supervise at the
theatre, build sets, collect props or sew
costumes. The community of NCC is alive and
well. Thank you for what you have contributed.
We appreciate you so much.
Lastly, to the CAPA staff who over the past
several months (starting Term 3 last year), have
given way over and above to give the students
this experience of a lifetime. To Trish Walkden,
Dalton Schloss, Sami English, Anita Arnold,
Tahlia Pesu and Lee-Anne Breytenbach - your
abundant energy, zest for life and vibrant
passion for the Arts is second to none. You are
a dynamic team and we are so blessed to have
you on staff here at NCC.
Judi Allen-Ankins and Jenny Keogh
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Camp Character: Outdoor
Education in the Middle School
Camps build community. This year in the middle
school our thematic framework is ‘building
community’ and, as such, each of the organised
activities at camp allows time to debrief and reflect
on their team building and group functioning to
produce effective community.
In May the frenzied royal wedding media coverage also projected
some focus onto the unassuming HRH Prince of Wales, Charles.
He charmingly rose to the occasion to walk Meghan Markle down
the Gothic-styled Quire of St George’s Chapel, Windsor. Today, few
would recall that in the 1960s this greying heir apparent to the British
throne was once a gangly, teenaged-prince enrolled at Timbertops,
Geelong Grammar School’s outdoor education campus. Years
later, Squadron Leader David Checketts, the prince’s aide-de-camp,
reflected that he “went out to [Timbertops] with a boy and came
back with a man”. Away from marbled halls and polo clubs, the
young aristocrat became one of the lads (Geelong Grammar was girlfree in those days): he chopped wood, hiked in laborious conditions,
collected rubbish and fed pigs while meeting Australian born and
bred flies, leeches, spiders and snakes. Prince Charles, as an older
gentleman, summarised his adolescent outdoor experience as “jolly
good for the character and in many ways [he] loved it and learnt a lot
from it”.
In the middle school, we remain proud of our outdoor education
tradition. We feel deeply indebted to Mr Prinsloo, our Deputy Head
of Middle School and the Year Level Coordinators, Mrs English, Mrs
Zischke and Mr Weeks, who tirelessly prepare, arrange, rally and
organise for many weeks prior to camp departure; they ensure our
students are well-cared for, well-fed and safe on camp. Indeed, each
camp boasts myriad physically challenging and wonderfully exciting
activities. From high rope courses to horse riding to dune buggy
burn-outs, all the students experience an outside adventure, laying
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aside shopping centres, Instagram and hyper-scheduling. During
camp, we follow Wordsworth’s advice; the students “Quit their
books” and “let Nature be their teacher”. Yet we do not engage our
young people in outdoor pursuits to keep them busy or entertain
them or tire them. When classroom walls dismantle and bells silence,
the outdoors helps shape the inner heart of young people.
Camps build community. This year in the middle school our
thematic framework is ‘building community’ and, as such, each of
the organised activities at camp allows time to debrief and reflect
on their team building and group functioning to produce effective
community. The camp leaders and accompanying teachers emphasise
that in order to build a successful raft on Year 7 camp or canoe safely
and in a straight line on Year 9 camp, students must work together
and recognise that everyone has significance. Year 7s, for example,
framed their days with T.H.I.N.K. (before you speak). Every camp
fosters effective group dynamics, a quality and skill that nurtures
belonging and togetherness.
The Year 8 girls, using the theme “Stepping Forward”, scripted
positive affirmations for each other that later blended into outward
actions. We are privileged to host middle school students from
Gulf Christian College (Normanton) on each camp. Here, Nambour
Christian College students learn to welcome others into our fold,
enlarging friendship networks and discovering more about our rich
Australian culture. Our Year 7s, new to the high school world, foster
new bonds with classmates and staff as they focus on the theme,
“Focus, Friends, Faith”. They learn to embrace differences and share

challenges. We all have a part to play in the theatre of life.
Camps feed culture. Because our camps are an extension of school
life, we treasure these opportunities to reinforce NCC values. Each of
our camps offer challenging, different contexts for our iGen; it allows
them to move in and out of situations, forging new ways to be ‘other
people’ centred, to serve peers and to communicate with confidence.
Out in the wilderness, on the Year 9 camp, “Stepping Out”, students
commit to physically demanding pursuits: mountain biking over rough
terrain, hiking with packs, erecting tents in the dark and cooking for
themselves. Sometimes these moments can produce tension and
conflict, and yet these moments create self-awareness. Guided by the
leaders, the students assess their contributions or limitations to group
success. Under the great liturgy of the heavens, our young people
learn that a life best lived is a life lived for others.
Our middle school students can easily hurricane through school,
whirling constantly with homework, assignments, sport commitments
and more. To silence these pursuits -- for a time -- and invite the
outdoor educational space into their daily lives often helps shift
society’s paradigm of the self-life. We emphatically counter George
Bernard Shaw’s quip that youth is wasted on the young. Nothing
is wasted on our middle school students, camps or other. We want
our teenagers to grow into jolly good characters; and long after they
have trundled through middle school camps and disappeared from
schooling life altogether, we earnestly pray that they will be known
for rising to the occasion as virtuous men and women.

Camps produce connections.
While away on camp, we
provide an electronic device
fast. Students unplug from the
luring beat of social media to
develop real face time with
others. During group activities
and free time, they forge new
and deeper connections with
their peers.

Mrs Karina Hepner
HEAD OF MIDDLE SCHOOL
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Our Biopsychosocial
‘Holistic’ Wellbeing
At NCC we employ the underpinning framework of an Attachment Focus School. This
recognises the importance of secure (safe, soothing, reassuring, loving) attachments in a
child’s life. These relational experiences lay the foundation for good relationships throughout
life. There is overwhelming evidence that states; relationships are the instrument and the
framework for satisfaction and success in all domains of life. Cooper et al. (2017)
A secure attachment is when you internalise the important people in your life in how you are
positively seen in all your relational interactions and connections. When you have confidence
and trust in the goodness of others, you, and us, you carry that trust with you through
important transitions and passages in daily life. As adults, we commonly measure how our
lives are going by how our relationships are going. When we are recipients and bestowers of
love, life goes well, and we do well.
Secure attachment is knowing that someone has your back, and knowing someone has your
back opens a world of new possibilities. Hoffman et al. (2017)
Decades of research has shown that social relationships promote mental and physical health and even lower the fear of threat and pain.
Please watch YouTube – Dr Sue Johnson - Soothing the threatened brain. (running time 3:50 minutes).
We are incredibly important, more than you could imagine in others’ lives.
Mr David Hadley
DIRECTOR OF STUDENT WELLBEING

FOR THE KIDS

Face Painting
Animal Nursery
Glow toys
Dunking Machine
Showbags
Games: Prize Punch,
Crazy Hair, Quacker
,
Wacker, Splat-a-Rat
Beanbag Bout,
Balloon Bust,
Fireworks
RIDES FOR
6:30pm
R PREP’S

UNDE

Free Rides Offer for Under Prep’s

Super Slider
des
Mini Jeep Ri
lls
Hamster Ba
Dartball
e
stl
Jumping Ca
urse
Obstacle Co
Slot Cars

We are offering your under Prep aged children FREE access
to age-appropriate rides at our Carnival. Present this flyer to
the rides booth on the day, and you will be issued with a ride
band entitling your child to ride free for up to 6 hours. You can
purchase additional ride tickets for other children if required.
Loads of fun for the whole family.
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FOR EVERYONE

Delicious hot
& cold food
Cafe - coffee & cake
Market stalls
’s
Books, Records, DVD
Second-hand items
Silent & Cent Auction
Entertainment
Pot plants
Food hampers
Fresh produce
Conserves

NAMBOUR CHRISTIAN COLLEGE

www.ncc.qld.edu.au

2 McKenzie Road, Woombye QLD 4559 | (07) 5451 3333

Get Fit - Get Active
Get Active, Fit and Challenge yourself with Shalom Gym.
Circuit, Boxing and Spin classes available, or ask Angela to help
prepare a tailored workout just for you. See the results and benefits of
a healthy lifestyle from $7 a week. Call us on 5451 3381 for details.

Principal’s Tour
Prep - Year 12
Thursday 23rd August 2018
9:15am-10:15am

Pu rsuing excellence in ... cha ra cter

PRINCIPAL’S
TOUR
rd
Thursday 23 Aug
9:15am
Bookings are
encouraged
www.ncc.qld.edu.au

NCC offers a broad range of
opportunities, Mr Geoff van der Vliet,
College Principal speaks about how
we provide SECURITY, SUPPORT and
SUCCESS for each student.
Bookings are encouraged.

NAMBOUR CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
2 McKenzie Road, Woombye QLD 4559 | (07) 5451 3333 | www.ncc.qld.edu.au
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Grandparents
Day
Wednesday 1st August
9.30am - 12pm

Lots
craf
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NORMANTON HOUSE PLAYGROUP @ NCC
Normanton House Cafe
EVERY TUESDAY 9AM-11AM
During School Terms

NCC warmly invites Grandparents to join us
for this wonderful day of sharing with your
grandchildren.

•
•
•

9.30am - 10.15am
Performances by students
10.30am - Morning tea with your
grandchildren, activities and tour of
the College.
12pm NCC early learners

Stay in Contact with
NCC

NCC Alumni
Facebook
Page
This is a group for all previous students of
Nambour Christian College, created to connect
NCC Alumni with the College community
and to allow for greater networking. College
events and annual reunions will also be
advertised here.
Please invite your fellow Alumni to join this
page, and stay up to date with College news.

Prep Open
Morning

Alumni are welcome to post their
achievements, news, information and school
photos on this page.

Friday 20th July 2018
9:00am

At NCC, we place enormous emphasis
on creating the perfect setting for Prep
delivering structure, learning and fun.
At our Prep Open Morning, you will have
the opportunity to meet and chat with
our Prep teachers. We will outline some
simple ways to get your child ready for
Prep to ensure a smooth transition.

PREP OPEN
MORNING
Friday 20th July
9:00am
NAMBOUR CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
2 McKenzie Road, Woombye QLD 4559

Bookings are
encouraged
www.ncc.qld.edu.au

Included is a tour of our Prep areas,
followed by morning tea with staff, in our
cafe (with a fully-fenced playground).
Bookings are encouraged.

SECURITY. SUPPORT. SUCCESS
(07) 5451 3333 | www.ncc.qld.edu.au

Giving early swimmers
an advantage

Did you know
that we offer
morning baby
classes?

NCC Past
Students
Association
(NCCPSA)
NCC past students are an integral part of our
community and we welcome their continued
involvement in, and support of, College life.
All former students are automatically life
members of our Past Students Association,
and we encourage them to not only keep us
up to date with their contact details, but also
to inform us of any items of interest that can
be shared with the College community.
Past students can advise the College of
any relevant details by accessing the NCC
Community - Alumni page on our website ncc.
qld.edu.au or by emailing us at: alumni@ncc.
qld.edu.au

of
We have a range
classes
different baby
all designed to
6
e
MON +
build confidenc
TH S
in the water.

Want to organise a reunion for your year level?
Let us know as we can assist with contact
details, venue and costs. For more information,
or if you have information which may be of
interest to NCC Alumni, please email alumni@
ncc.qld.edu.au

www.nccearlyswimmers.com.au
34 McKenzie Road, Woombye p: 5451 3340

www.ncc.qld.edu.au
/nambourchristiancollege

CONTACT DETAILS
Nambour Christian College
PO Box 500, Nambour QLD 4560
2 McKenzie Road, Woombye QLD 4559
P (07) 5451 3333 E info@ncc.qld.edu.au

